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What was the situation in March 2022?

Russia’s war of aggression prevents Ukrainian grain and other 
agricultural goods to reach the people and countries around the world 
that rely on them. 

This created several challenges:

i. A threat to global food security – as the pre-war outlet for grain and 
oilseed exports closed;

ii. a need to free-up storage space in Ukraine so that stored grain would 
not go to waste, 

iii. a growing humanitarian crisis in Ukraine, which needs logistics routes 
in place to import essential items such as humanitarian aid, food, 
much-needed fuel, animal feed, and fertilizers;

iv. A huge drop in income for Ukraine at a time when financial resources 
could not be more important.



What are the Solidarity Lanes?

• The solution was to find alternative logistics routes –
passing through the EU territory and leading in particular 
to its ports using all relevant transport modes, which we 
launched with the Solidarity Lanes Action Plan on 12 May.

• Since then, about 17 million tons of cereals have been 
using this lanes to feed many countries in the World, from 
the Horn of Africa, to Asia but also to Western Europe. 

• The new geopolitical situation created by the Russian 
invasion to Ukraine makes it clear that this shift is here to 
stay.

• The Solidarity Lanes are an operational response to an 
unprecedented crisis affecting heavily impacting EU’s
transport system.



Solidarity Lanes : alternative routes



Traffic trends (source COCERAL)



What results so far?

Our efforts have been paying off – many bottlenecks – in 
particular administrative ones - have been removed and the flow 
of goods has improved significantly. 

The signature in June of a road agreement, partly liberalising
road transport for UA and MD allows a better use their transport 
capacities.

Solidarity Lanes go beyond exporting grain. They are currently 
the only option for the export of goods such as iron and steel, 
and the only way for Ukraine to import the goods it needs - from 
fuel to humanitarian aid. 

So all good?



How EU-UA trade and transport look like these
days (Reni port)?
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Giurgiulesti and Dorohursk BCPs



Dornesti and Dorohursk



Dornesti and Dorohursk



Allegro, ma non troppo?

• The implementation of SL revealed weaknesses in the EU 
transport system that needs to be tackled urgently

• Additional capacities in terms of transport infrastructure are 
essential to cope with the traffic increase

• It also revealed the obsolescence of some component of EU 
transport system > digitalization > port community?

• Lack of flexibility of rail ->infrastructure capacity – rolling
stock – drivers: obstacles to be removed.

• Insurance against war damages?

• Difficult coordination between EU MS and UA (Sulina)



Transport Market affected.

• Beyond the infrastructure deficiencies, the market competition 
has been heavily affected by this crisis;

• Transport rates – UA ports to Constanta rised up to 86 USD x 
tonne in July. 12 times the rate of 2021.

• Transhipment costs have been multiplied by 7 in UA but also in 
Constanta (from 2 to 3.5 Euro per tonne to 15 to 20 Euro).

• These arbitrary price setting have also had an impact on the 
revenues of UA farmers (as well as EU ones).

• Beyond capacities increase distortive practices should be 
abolished

• UA candidacy to membership implies EU law approximation



Transport Market affected.

• To conclude, the Solidarity Lanes corridors that we have 
opened up via rail, road and inland waterways cover trade 
across all sectors and go in both directions. 

• They have become a lifeline for Ukraine’s economy and a 
strong link that brings the country closer to our single market 
and to our Union.

• These alternative routes are here to stay and need to be 
further enhanced as they will be an indispensable link for 
Ukraine’s reconstruction, for our future, and for our deepened 
relations. 

• Better connectivity also means a common regulatory
framework.
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